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1. Introduction

Lower hybrid (LH) waves, whose frequencies lie between the 
electron and ion cyclotron frequencies, are an excellent can-
didate for current drive in tokamaks. However, these waves 
cannot be launched directly into the plasma because the cut-off 
density is very low and lies at the plasma edge. To avoid this 
problem, spatially slow down waves are utilized since they can 
propagate as slow waves in the dense plasma behind the cut-
off. Typically, these waves are launched by waveguide grills 
and there exist fast efficient codes that determine the coupling 
of these antennas to the plasma. A survey of earlier work on 
LH coupling is described in our earlier papers [1] and [2]. Here 
we mention only those codes which scale appropriately when 

moving from a single-row to large multi-row multi-junction 
LH grills as C3 [3] and C4 [4] for TORE SUPRA or envis-
aged launcher for ITER [5]. Codes such as ALOHA-1D, 
ALOHA-2D [2], TOPLHA [6] and GRILL3D [7] can handle 
these large multi-row multi-junction grills and they are being 
run on possible ITER LH launcher scenarios [8, 9]. The 3D full 
wave finite element code LHEAF [10] (see also [11]) solves 
the coupling of the launcher as well as the interaction of LH 
waves with the ITER plasma. However all these codes, with 
the exception of the ALOHA-1D code, require large compu-
tational resources, and being relatively slow are rather imprac-
tical for everyday usage in planning experimental runs.

Our goal is to fill this gap by updating our fast code OLGA 
[1] and testing it on the large passive-active multi-junction 
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handles the coupling of the C3 and C4 launchers over a very wide range of plasma densities in 
front of the grill.
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launchers C3 and C4 on TORE SUPRA. We shall outline the 
new features that have been introduced into the OLGA code in 
order for it to be able to handle these large antenna structures 
while remaining a fast and efficient code.

In section 2 we will first examine the effect of several rows 
of waveguides on the coupling of the LH grill to the plasma. 
Modern LH launchers consist of multi-junction sections and 
these can be represented by scattering matrices. These scat-
tering matrices are determined from the 3D finite element 
solution of wave propagation in the corresponding waveguide 
junction (for example, on using the commercially available 
package ANSYS HFSS [12]). These matrices include the cur-
vature of the grill mouth designed to the magnetic surface in 
front of the grill. From the 1D full wave model of wave propa-
gation in the plasma used in OLGA we can approximate the 
grill coupling in 3D space (a similar approach is employed 
in the TOPLHA code). We analyze the role of the accessi-
bility [13] of these launched waves on the power spectrum 
directionality and the connected current drive efficiency of the 
grill, using both WKB and full wave calculations. The situa-
tion is further complicated by the final depth of integration in 
the full wave solution of the wave propagation which leads to 
the reduced accessibility limit.

In section  3, we benchmark our OLGA code against 
ALOHA-1D, ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA in the coupling of 
the TORE SUPRA C3 and C4 launchers to the plasma. In 
the TORE SUPRA shot 43016, we examine 9 experimental 
density profiles whose density in front of the grill systemati-
cally grows from nmouth = 0.2ncrit to 3ncrit (for LH wave fre-
quency f = 3.7 GHz the critical density for the slow wave 
cutoff is ncrit = 1.69 × 1017 m−3). This density range covers 
the parameter regime from ineffective to optimal coupling. 
We discuss simulation results for the OLGA and ALOHA-1D 
codes for the coupling of the C3 and C4 launchers. We also 
consider a so-called reduced launcher (2 central modules 
from the upper row and 3 passive waveguides) using not 
only OLGA and ALOHA-1D, but also the ALOHA-2D and 
TOPLHA codes.

Finally, in appendix, the symmetry properties of the cou-
pling elements for the multi-periodic system are expounded.

2. Extension of the OLGA code to simulate  
multi-row multi-junction launchers

Our earlier OLGA code [1] could only model simple LH wave 
launchers. Here we will extend the OLGA code to handle 
multi-row multi-junction launchers while still retaining a 
highly efficient code capable of quick wallclock turnaround 
as needed in rapid experimental feedback.

We use the same notation as in [1], with coordinate system: 
origin at the geometric center of the grill mouth, z parallel to 
the magnetic field B, y in the poloidal direction (‘up’), and x 
directed radially into the plasma. Thus the radial, poloidal and 
toroidal components of the wave refractive index emitted by 
the launcher are Nx, Ny, Nz . We shall also orient the long sides 
of the waveguides to be perpendicular to the magnetic field, 
and employ Gaussian units with harmonic dependence e−iωt. 
The plasma is modeled by a simple 1D algorithm.

2.1. Multi-row system

The LH wave launchers are considered to have Nrows identical 
rows, numbered from the top to the bottom, with yirow denoting 
the positions of the upper horizontal walls of the waveguides 
in the ith row. Since the integrands of the coupling elements 
between waveguide modes in different rows are proportional 
to the highly oscillatory factor exp(iNykvac(yirow − yjrow)), 
the coupling between modes in different waveguides is very 
weak. Thus the 1D spectrum (formed by integrating the spec-
tral power density over Ny) for a one row system is essentially 
the same as for a multi-row system with the same geometric 
waveguides.. So in ALOHA-1D, when we study the C3 and 
C4 launchers, we restrict ourselves to just one row of mul-
tijunction modules. In OLGA, the inclusion of the coupling 
between rows does not lead to a significant degradation of the 
code’s performance. However, it should be mentioned that 
in a real experiment the poloidal inhomogeneity can have an 
important effect on the coupling of the multirow system. Also 
the multirow multijunction modules exhibit very significant 
coupling between the rows of the modules.

Multirow effect are seen in the 2D spectrum. The 2D 
spectrum for a 1-row system forms a series of peaks located 
along the line Ny = 0. For the multi-row system each peak 
splits in the poloidal direction into several peaks located at 
Ny = (∆Φ+ 2πs)/(kvac(a + drow)), s = 0,±1,±2, . . ., where  
a is the height of the waveguides, drow is the width of the 
septum between the rows, kvac = ω/c is the vacuum wave 
number, and ∆Φ is the phase shift between the waves pow-
ering waveguides in different rows.

2.2. Multi-junction modules and the scattering matrixes

It is convenient to first consider the scattering matrix for-
mulation on a simple 1-row, 4-waveguide multi-junction 
module operating at 3.7 GHz and with a built in phase shift 
of π/2. To apply the standard junction theorem [14], we must 
assume that the mouth of the grill and the mouth of the power 
waveguide must be well separated from all irregularities 
inside the junction. Under these conditions there are no non-
propagating modes (which modes could originate in the junc-
tion) and one needs only to consider the TE10 modes here. The 
scattering matrix connects the incoming and outgoing wave 
amplitudes.

For a simple multi-junction grill, one obtains the following 
incident wave amplitudes on the plasma

AH
10,p =

π

akvac

Nw_MJ+1∑
g=2

S∗
(Nw_MJ−p+2),gBH

10,Nw_MJ−g+2

+ S∗
(Nw_MJ−p+2),1

√
bMJ

b
eiφ0

AH
10,0.

 

(1)

Here, AH
10,p, BH

10,p, p = 1, . . . , 4 are the amplitudes of the 
incident and reflected TE10 modes in the waveguides at the 
grill mouth, AH

10,0 is the amplitude of the incident TE10 mode 
from power (active) waveguide, a and b are the height and 
width of the waveguides at the grill mouth while aMJ, bMJ 
are the height and width of the power waveguide. It should 
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be noted that the orthonormal form of the waveguide modes 
(see (6) in [2]) used to determine the scattering matrix S dif-
fers from the form of these modes used here and in OLGA 
(see (A.3) in [1]). This dictates the form of the coefficients 
in (1). Since we use time dependence of e−iωt in OLGA, the 
appropriate scattering matrix in (1) is S∗ rather than S. Also, 
in OLGA we reverse the notation of waveguide positions from 
that used in the derivation of S.

When AH
10,p is inserted into the right hand sides of the 

original system to determine the coefficients of the transverse 
electric and magnetic modes in the waveguides BH

m,n,p, BE
m,n,p 

((A.19) and (A.20) in [1]) we obtain a new right hand sides 
proportional to AH

10,0 as well as corrections to the coefficients 
at BH

10,p.
For the reflected waves in the power waveguides we have:

π

aMJkvac

√
bMJ

b
eiϕ0

BH
10,0 = S∗

11

√
bMJ

b
eiϕ0

AH
10,0

+
π

akvac

Nw_MJ+1∑
g=2

S∗
1,gBH

10,Nw_MJ−g+2.

 (2)
The power reflected by one section of the multi-junction grill 
is determined by BH

10,0.

2.3. Accessibility limit

The accessibility limit, Naccess
‖ , of LH waves in a plasma is 

readily determined from the WKB solution for wave propa-
gation in a cold plasma. A radial search of the zeros of the 
discriminant of the bi-quadratic equation  for N2

x  determines 
N‖ and the radial position at which the slow and fast waves are 
coupled (figure 1). Our integration domain is −5 � Npol � 5 
and 0 � N‖ � 30. For |Npol| � 5 and if N‖ < Naccess

‖  both the 
fast and slow waves propagate and are coupled. The acces-
sibility limit is independent of Npol and is symmetric in the 

interchange N‖ � −N‖. We assume that the waves generated 
in the inaccessibility region do not penetrate to the plasma 
center [15], but are lost with respect to current drive and just 
collisionally heat the boundary plasma.

When performing a full wave solution we can only inte-
grate the wave equations to some finite depth xend. The reduced 
accessibility limit, Naccess

‖,reduced, corresponds to this depth xend 
and waves with N‖ > Naccess

‖,reduced  are decoupled. For TORE 
SUPRA, xend = 0.2Rminor ∼ 14 cm looks optimal. We find 
the numerical integration to be quite fast and the neglected 
effects of the toroidal and poloidal curvatures to be small with 
the first eigenmode fully damped. The accessibility limit can 
be also determined from the full wave solution. One simple 
method is to determine the eigenmode with the largest N‖ on 
the cut Npol = 0 of the spectral power density (figure 2). For 
larger xend the eigenmodes with high N‖ are difficult to detect 
but the slow waves below the accessibility limit are still cou-
pled to the fast waves.

It is desired to have the main coupling results to be inde-
pendent of the model parameter xend. This holds for the power 
reflection coefficient. We shall show later that for optimal 
coupling the important parameters that depend on the acces-
sibility limit (such as directivity and the power lost in the inac-
cessible region) saturate at xend = 0.2Rminor and do not change 
with increasing xend .

2.4. Indicators of the coupling efficiency

In particular, the most important indicator is the power reflec-
tion coefficient CPR = Ptot

reflected/Ptot
incident. Because of the acces-

sibility limit we must modify various indicators to describe 
the coupling efficiency. The power transmission coefficient 
of the traveling waves (the slow waves reaching the plasma 
center) is denoted by

CPTW =

∫ ∞

−∞
dNpol

(∫ ∞

Naccess
‖

+

∫ −Naccess
‖

−∞

)
P(Npol, N‖)dN‖.

 (3)

Figure 1. The radial positions of the slow to fast wave branch 
crossings versus N‖. Accessibility limit N‖ = 1.66, while the 
reduced accessibility limit N‖ = 1.53. C3 launcher, profile # 9.

Figure 2. The spectral power density versus N‖ and the location 
of the accessibility limits. The sharp peaks correspond to the 
individual plasma slab eigenmodes.

Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 116060
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Here, and also in figures 2, 6, 8 and 11, P(Npol, N‖) is the time 
averaged spectral power density normalized to the total time 
averaged power incident from the generators.

CPCW is the normalized power lost due to wave coupling 
(slow�fast waves):

CPCW =

∫ ∞

−∞
dNpol

∫ Naccess
‖

−Naccess
‖

P(Npol, N‖)dN‖ (4)

This arises from the plasma slab eigenmodes (i.e. the coupled 
standing slow and fast waves), from the traveling coupled, 
slow–fast, waves in the inaccessible region with |N‖| � Naccess

‖  
as well as from the vacuum waves. That part of the power radi-
ated as standing vacuum waves (the fast waves reflected at the 

left cutoff (n = ncrit(1 + fce/f )(1 − N2
‖))) is given by

CPVW =

∫ 1

−1
dNpol

∫ √
1−N2

pol

−
√

1−N2
pol

P(Npol, N‖)dN‖. (5)

Typically, the conservation of power flow in the OLGA 
code is maintained to 5 digits, if we take into account the 
losses in the multijunctions of launcher.

The simple directivity of the transmitted traveling waves 
can be defined:

DTW =

∫ ∞

−∞
dNpol

∫ ∞

Naccess
‖

P(Npol, N‖)dN‖/CPTW
 (6)

However, a more important quantity is the N‖-weighted 
directivity [16], since this describes better the generation of 
toroidal current:

Dcd =

∫ ∞

−∞

(∫ ∞

Naccess
‖

P(Npol, N‖)(N
peak
‖ )

2
/N2

‖dN‖

−
∫ −Naccess

‖

−∞
P(Npol, N‖)(N

peak
‖ )

2
/N2

‖dN‖

)
dNpol

 (7)

Here Naccess
‖  can be either the full accessibility or the reduced 

accessibility and Npeak
‖  is the position of the main peak in the 

transmitted spectrum. P(Npol, N‖) is the time averaged spec-
tral power density normalized to the total time averaged power 
incident from the generators.

3. Benchmarking OLGA with ALOHA and TOPLHA 
CODES

We benchmark our OLGA code with ALOHA-1D, 
ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA on a series of 9 specific plasma 
density profiles from shot #43016 on TORE SUPRA (figure 
3) for the C3 and C4 launchers. The profiles are selected so 
that the plasma surface density at the grill mouth grows from 
0.2ncrit (for the 1st profile) to 3ncrit (for the 9th profile). This 
wide range of plasma densities permits us to compare the cou-
pling of the launchers from bad to optimal conditions. The 
density profiles from the grill mouth to the plasma center are 
obtained from a combination of interferometry and reflectom-
etry measurements.

Of the four codes considered in our benchmarking, only the 
OLGA code can directly utilize the spline interpolation of the 
experimental density profile. In the other codes (ALOHA-1D, 
ALOHA-2D, TOPLHA), the density profile is assumed to be 
linear. Moreover, in ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA one utilizes 
only a single electron density gradient ∇n to account for the 
density following the step density nmouth at the mouth of the 
waveguides, while in ALOHA-1D one considers a profile with 
2 density gradients ∇n1 ,∇n2  (double linear density profile).

To determine the optimal double linear density pro-
file (DLP) for each experimental profile, we use the OLGA 
code and compare the power reflection coefficient of the C3 
launcher (see below) determined from the original profile with 
the power reflection coefficient corresponding to the selected 
test linear profile. For optimal DLP parameters, there should 
be an excellent agreement in determining CPR.

We must thus determine the 2 density gradients ∇n1,∇n2  
as well as the transition point DR for each particular density 

Figure 3. Nine radial density profiles used in the benchmarking 
OLGA against ALOHA-1D, ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA. The grill 
mouth is located at R = 3.1583 m. In the inset (upper right corner) 
are shown the corresponding 9 normalized densities at the grill 
mouth.

Figure 4. The details of the density profile #1 at the grill mouth.

Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 116060
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profile. For profile #1 we consider 3 linear test profiles, shown 
in figure 4. The linear profile A connects the density at the grill 
mouth nmouth with the intersection of the profile with the crit-
ical density ncrit, while the second spatial gradient is chosen 
to fit the first several centimeters of the experimental profile. 
The first part of linear profile B (the dashed in figure  4) is 
identical with profile A and its second linear section connects 
the position of ncrit with the maximum density at Rmajor. The 
dotted line in figure  4 is the linear density profile C where 
the first gradient ∇n1 = dn(Rmouth)/dx , DR is chosen to be 
2 mm, and the second gradient ∇n2 is so chosen that the pro-
file passes through n(Rmajor). However, if nmouth � ncrit, one 
selects ∇n1,∇n2  and DR to optimize the linear profile fit with 
the experimental profile.

The density profile A used in OLGA produces practically 
the same CPR as the original profile and so represents the 
optimum DLP (see table 1). The density profile B, chosen 
to reproduce the correct central density peak, gives only 
slightly worse results. This confirms that the density pro-
files deeper into the plasma will have only a weak effect on 
the launcher coupling. The density profile C based on the 
local density gradient at the grill mouth gives totally incor-
rect results (a CPR = 4.5% instead 41.5% for the splined 
measured profile). This confirms that the main parameters 
affecting the launcher coupling are nmouth and the depth of 
the evanescent region for waves with 

∣∣N‖
∣∣ > 1. However, the 

strength of the local density gradient near the grill mouth has 
a negligible effect on the coupling (apart from giving infor-
mation on the purely linear profile). For nmouth > ncrit, the 
coupling is determined principally by nmouth and in all cases 
there is an obvious weak dependence of the coupling on the 
shape of the density profile near the grill mouth (approxi-
mately 1–2 cm from the mouth).

It should be noted that for some profiles it is difficult to 
determine an optimal DLP. For example, for profile #3 (table 
1) there are large variations in the density gradient near the 
grill mouth and these are very difficult to model with just a 
double linear profile.

When we are testing the coupling, we consider ideal 
launching conditions so that the incident power in all the mod-
ules are the same and the phases of the incident waves are at 
their optimal values. The real experimental effects associated 

with fluctuations in the power and phase are neglected, and we 
only consider the effects arising from the actual density and 
magnetic field profiles on the launcher-plasma coupling. In 
determining the coupling for the OLGA code, we restrict our-
selves to 12 waveguide modes (TE01, TE02, TE10, TE11, TE12, 
TE20, TE21, TE22, TM11, TM12, TM21, TM22)—which is more 
than sufficient. In ALOHA-1D we consider only one row of 
modules. In ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA we use only ∇n1 from 
the optimal DLP.

3.1. C3 launcher

The C3 launcher on TORE SUPRA consists of 16 multijunc-
tion modules arranged in 2 rows. Each module is composed 
of 3 rows of waveguides (six waveguides in each row with 
the 90° built-in phase shift). The modules are separated by 3 
passive waveguides arranged in columns. Incident waves (at 
f = 3.7 GHz) in the power-supplied waveguides of the indi-
vidual modules have a phase difference of 270°.

We first computed the power reflection coefficients of the 
C3 launcher for the 9 measured density profiles in table 1 from 
the OLGA code and compared them to those computed from 
the ALOHA-1D code using the optimal DLP, figure  5. We 
see that both the OLGA and ALOHA-1D codes yield similar 
results for the coupling of the C3 launcher, independent of 
the density at the grill mouth. The major difference occurs for 
density profile #3 (see table 1) and this can be attributable 
to the inadequacy of the double linear profile in representing 
the actual density profile. One sees not only that the reflection 
coefficients from the 2 codes are in fairly good agreement, 
but also the spectral power densities (figure 6). For density 
profile #9 this spectral power density has 2 very narrow peaks 
which are located in the accessibility region. This excellent 
agreement between OLGA and ALOHA-1D arises because 
the radiated spectrum is predominantly in the slow waves: fast 
waves are ignored in ALOHA-1D.

Because of this excellent agreement in the radiated spec-
trum from the OLGA and ALOHA-1D codes for the profile #9, 
one sees excellent agreement in the power reflection coeffi-
cients (CPR

OLGA = 2.27%, CPR
ALOHA−1D = 2.2%) as well as in the  

power transmitted to the traveling waves 
(
CPTW

OLGA = 92%, 
CPTW

ALOHA−1D = 91.6%
)
 and the power lost to the inaccessible 

Table 1. Parameters for the optimal double linear profiles (DLP) and power reflection coefficients (CPR) for original (splined reflectometer 
data) profiles (OLGA), for optimal DLP (OLGA) and for optimal DLP (ALOHA-1D). This is for the C3 launcher with the magnetic field 
on the axis, B0 = 3.98 T . DR is the radial distance from the grill mouth at which there is a transition from linear density gradient ∇n1 to 
the gradient ∇n2 (see figure 4).

Profile no. nmouth ∇n1 ∇n2 DR CPR
OLGA CPR

OLGA−DLP CPR
ALOHA−1D

1 3.8 × 10+16 1.4 × 10+19 3.3 × 10+19 0.009 16 41.4925 40.7094 42.4835
2 6.9 × 10+16 2.2 × 10+19 4.1 × 10+19 0.011 67 27.3118 25.5839 22.4425
3 1.3 × 10+17 1.7 × 10+19 4.2 × 10+19 0.020 44 19.3736 14.7944 12.9183
4 1.8 × 10+17 1.8 × 10+19 3.9 × 10+19 0.030 31 10.3805 9.003 23 6.1665
5 2.6 × 10+17 1.4 × 10+19 3.4 × 10+19 0.005 05 5.279 17 5.064 41 2.921 93
6 2.9 × 10+17 2.2 × 10+19 4.0 × 10+19 0.014 17 4.017 55 3.652 27 2.290 04
7 3.4 × 10+17 4.4 × 10+19 1.7 × 10+20 0.042 14 2.947 66 2.660 59 1.905 49
8 4.1 × 10+17 3.1 × 10+19 5.9 × 10+19 0.036 33 2.6947 2.6607 1.839 92
9 5.3 × 10+17 9.6 × 10+19 2.1 × 10+20 0.005 35 2.274 01 3.056 15 2.1962
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region 
(
CPCW

OLGA = 5.6%, CPCW
ALOHA−1D = 5.9%

)
. The main peak 

at Nmax
‖ = 2 contains a substantial part of the radiated power 

and both codes predict practically the same directivity of the 
traveling waves (DTW

OLGA = 78%,DTW
ALOHA−1D = 77.8%) as  

well as the same weighted directivity (DOLGA
cd = 61% , 

DALOHA−1D
cd = 58.5%). In the ALOHA results we have 

used the accessibility limit as derived from the OLGA code 
(Naccess

‖ = 1.66) and derived the above coefficients using the 
ALOHA spectral density profile integrated over Npol.

For the validity of the OLGA results themselves, it is impor-
tant that the reduced accessibility limit (Naccess

‖,reduced = 1.53) has 
little effect on these coefficients. Using this reduced acces-
sibility limit, we find DTW

reduced = 77.6%, Dreduced
cd = 60.7%, 

CPCW
reduced = 4.1%. The results are saturated at xend = 0.2Rminor, 

with insensitivity to the choice of the model parameter xend.
Both codes give essentially the same coupling coefficients 

and nearly identical spectral power densities also at the end 
of the discharge when the plasma column has retreated from 
the grill mouth and nmouth is subcritical (profile #1). The cou-
pling in this case is bad, with high power reflection coeffi-
cients (CPR

OLGA = 41%, CPR
ALOHA−1D = 42.5%). Only a small  

part of the incident wave penetrates to the plasma center 
(CPTW = 33%), and even though the simple directivity 
remain high (DTW = 78%) the current drive efficiency is low 
(Dcd = 19.5%). A large part of the power is radiated into the 
inaccessible region (CPCW = 25.5%) but the C3 launcher does 
not radiate vacuum waves (CPVW  =  1.5%).

The reduced accessibility limit is rather low in this case 
(Naccess

‖,reduced = 1.39 in comparison with Naccess
‖ = 1.63) and the 

reduced parameters that characterize the coupling are well off 
the saturation in this case (CPTW

reduced = 41%, DTW
reduced = 63%, 

CPCW
reduced = 17%, Dreduced

cd = 11%). These results do not improve 
even when xend is increased to xend = 0.5Rminor. However, 
what is important is that the non-reduced coupling parameters 
(CRP, CPTW, DTW, CPCW and Dcd) are not dependent on xend. 
In the following, we shall assume that the coupling is com-
pletely characterized by these non-reduced parameters.

Finally, we have tested the coupling arising from a reduced 
C3 launcher. Such a structure will permit a comparison between 
OLGA (and ALOHA-1D) with those from ALOHA-2D and 
TOPLHA. We see from figure 7 that ALOHA-1D systemati-
cally predicts a lower power reflection coefficient than the 
other codes. This can be attributed to the limitations of only 
permitting slow waves in ALOHA-1D as well as the rather 
broad spectral peaks arising from the reduced short launcher 
structure. The outgoing slow waves in the inaccessibility 
region are not coupled to the reflected fast waves leading to 
an overestimated transmitted power. The power reflection 
coefficients from OLGA and ALOHA-2D are essentially in 

Figure 5. The power reflection coefficient of the C3 launcher: 
benchmarking OLGA and ALOHA-1D for the 9 density profiles of 
figure 3.

Figure 6. Comparison of the spectral power density integrated 
over Npol from OLGA and ALOHA-1D for the C3 launcher, with 
optimal coupling conditions from density profile #9 of figure 3.

Figure 7. Benchmarking the power reflection coefficient for the 9 
density profiles (figure 3 and table 1) from OLGA and ALOHA-1D, 
ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA for the reduced C3 launcher.
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total agreement when nmouth � ncrit. However, if the density 
in front of the grill is subcritical and the power in the inac-
cessible region is increased one finds in ALOHA-2D that the 
uncoupled slow waves will again transmit too much power 
into the plasma interior.

To verify OLGA results for coupling in the region, 
where nmouth < ncrit, we need to benchmark against a code 
that uses the full wave solution for wave propagation in 
the plasma and can accept the scattering matrix formalism. 
The TOPLHA code is well suited for this purpose. As seen 
in figure  7, the power reflection coefficient computed by 
TOPLHA coincides with that of OLGA (the profiles # 1, 
3–5) or it is the closest to the OLGA result when compared 
with the other codes (the profile # 2). In figure 8 we show 
that not only CPR  but also the 2D spectral power densities 
determined by TOPLHA and OLGA are very similar. In the 
inaccessibility region, TOPLHA code predicts lower level 
of the plasma slab eigenmodes (the space resonant slow 
to fast coupled waves). This is understandable because 
only in the OLGA code is there an iterative search for the 
eigenmodes. Also the subsidiary peaks at N‖ = ±3 are in 
TOPLHA figure  weaker because it uses only the funda-
mental waveguide mode.

The peaks of the 2D spectrum of the spectral power density 
in the region of accessibility are split poloidally into two main 
peaks. This is a consequence of TE10-TE30 mode converter 
used in the C3 and C4 launchers as a poloidal divider. In this 
way three rows of waveguides in the multijunction section are 
powered with 180° phase shift. Such an arrangement excites 
the symmetric spectrum in the poloidal direction, as shown 
in section 2.1. In the region of inaccessibility we see the first 
plasma slab eigenmodes encircle the N2

y + N2
z = 1 region.

Overall, we have a succesful benchmarking of OLGA to 
the TOPLHA results.

3.2. C4 launcher

The C4 launcher on TORE SUPRA consists of 16 multijunc-
tion modules, interspersed by passive waveguides at both 
ends and arranged in 2 rows. The modules contain 3 rows of 
waveguides (3 waveguides in each row, 2 active with a passive 
waveguide at the center). The active waveguides have the 270° 
built-in phase shift. Incident waves have the frequency f = 3.7 
GHz and the phase shift between modules ∆ϕ0 = −180◦. We 
assume that the C4 launcher is located at the same radial posi-
tion as the C3 launcher. This will permit the use of the same 
density profiles as in the C3 launcher.

Figure 8. Comparison of 2D spectral power densities of 2 central 
C3 modules computed by TOPLHA and OLGA for the density 
profile #5.

Figure 9. Coupling of the C4 launcher. Benchmarking OLGA with 
ALOHA-1D for the 9 density profiles (figure 3 and table 1).

Figure 10. Comparison of the spectral power density integrated 
over Npol from OLGA and ALOHA-1D with the C4 launcher and 
low plasma surface density (profile #1 of figure 3).
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We have tested the coupling of the C4 launcher to the TORE 
SUPRA plasma for the density profiles shown in figure  3. 
From figure 9, it is clear that the coupling of the C4 launcher 
is extremely good, for all conditions in front of the grill. 
Moreover, the results of OLGA and ALOHA-1D are also in 
fairly good agreement except for the case of very low plasma 
surface density (i.e. profile #1). As can be seen from figure 10, 
the C4 launcher emits a very large amount of vacuum waves 
(CPVW

OLGA = 19%). This permits the coupling of the C4 launcher 
even to an empty vessel, as has been observed experimentally. 
For the ALOHA-1D code these waves (mainly the fast waves) 
are totally excluded and ALOHA-1D computes this part of the 
power as being reflected.

Finally, we have tested the coupling of a reduced C4 
launcher. Such a structure will permit a comparison between 
OLGA and ALOHA-1D results with the ALOHA-2D results. 
From figure 11 we see that the ALOHA-2D and the OLGA 
codes give essentially the same results. The power reflection 
coefficient determined by the ALOHA-1D code is quite sim-
ilar to that from the OLGA code except for the case when the 
density in front of the grill is subcritical (density profile #1).

4. Conclusions

We have successfully adapted our efficient LH coupling code 
OLGA to handle modern multijunction launchers like the C3 
and C4 TORE SUPRA antennas. Such structures are multirow, 
and the multijunction effects are described by the scattering 
matrices. These structures also contain passive waveguides. All 
these new features are included in our extended OLGA code. 
Exploiting the symmetry rules for the coupling elements for 
multiperiodic systems leads to an efficient code. Accessibility 
limits, corresponding to the density and magnetic field profiles, 
are incorporated. OLGA accurately determines the spectral 
power density in the inaccessibility regions and thus can deter-
mine correctly the electric field in front of the grill .

To verify the accuracy of our new OLGA code, we have 
benchmarked it against the ALOHA-1D, ALOHA-2D and 
TOPLHA codes for 9 density profiles from TORE SUPRA 
shot #43016. Only OLGA and ALOHA-1D are computa-
tionally fast codes—ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA codes, how-
ever, require substantial computational resources (see table 2 
in [8]) and are not able to yield turnaround times relevant for 
experimentalists.

First, we find that OLGA and ALOHA-1D predict essen-
tially the same power reflection coefficients for the TORE 
SUPRA C3 launcher, irrespective of the plasma density 
in front of the grill mouth. The differences between these 
2 codes can be explained by the different density profiles 
obtained by splining the experimental data used in OLGA 
with the density profiles obtained by a double linear approx-
imations as used in ALOHA-1D. These results also hold for 
the coupling of the TORE SUPRA C4 launcher: ALOHA-1D 
and OLGA predict the same power reflection coefficients for 
8 of the 9 density profiles—with substantial differences for a 
strongly subcritical density in front of the grill. In this case, 
OLGA yields an emitted spectrum that contains a large part 
of fast waves—waves that are omitted in the ALOHA-1D 
model.

For reduced C3 and C4l aunchers we can use the 
ALOHA-2D and TOPLHA codes. We have shown, for both 
for the power reflection coefficient and also for 2D spectral 
power density, that the results from OLGA for the reduced C3 
launcher are confirmed by the TOPLHA code runs. However 
the ALOHA-2D code will only predict the same coupling only 
if the density at the grill mouth is greater than the critical den-
sity, nmouth � ncrit. The ALOHA-1D code gives a low power 
reflection coefficient because the launched slow wave inac-
cessibility region are not permitted to couple to the reflected 
fast waves (since fast waves are ignored in ALOHA-1D). 
Thus the slow wave will simply propagate into regions of 
higher plasma density. For the reduced C4 launcher, we find 
that the results from OLGA and ALOHA-2D are very similar. 
Since only slow waves are incorporated into ALOHA-1D we 
do not perform an actual spectral fit of the passive-active 
launcher.
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Appendix. Symmetry in the coupling elements for 
multi-periodic systems

Large structures are not fully periodic and the standard sym-
metry rules between waveguides with | p − q| = | p′ − q′| 
and |prow − qrow| = |p′row − q′

row| are generally not valid. 
To cope with this problem we place those individual pairs 
( p, q) of waveguides to which symmetry applies into specific 
classes. This is done in two steps: (i) separate all pairs with 
|zp − zq| = |zq′ − zp′ | or |yprow − yqrow| = |yqrow′ − yprow′ | in 
the toroidal or poloidal direction; (ii) separate waveguide pairs 

Figure 11. Benchmarking OLGA with ALOHA-1D and ALOHA-
2D for the reduced C4 launcher for the 9 density profiles (figure 3 
and table 1).
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with respect to the width of the corresponding waveguides. 
The simplest case occurs for the class of waveguides where 
the waveguides have the same width—for in this case one 
can apply the old symmetry rules for fully periodic structures 
(A.31)–(A.42) in ([1]).

Let (pstart, qstart) be the pair of waveguides with the lowest 
indices in a particular class, and suppose that bpstart �= bqstart. If 
bp′ = bpstart , bq′ = bqstart  and p′ < q′ then

Kαβ(m, n, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow) = Kαβ(m, n, pstar, prow, k, j, qstart, qrow)
 (A.1)

If bp′ = bqstart, bq′ = bpstart and p′ > q′ then

Kyy(m, n, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow)

=
nbpstart

jbqstart
Kyy(m, j, pstart, prow, k, n, qstart, qrow) if n, j �= 0

Kyy(m, 0, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow) = 0,
Kyy(m, n, p′, prow, k, 0, q′, qrow)
= Kyy(m, n, qstart, prow, k, 0, pstart, qrow)

 
(A.2)

Kzy(m, n, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow) = Kzy(m, j, pstart, prow, k, n, qstart, qrow)

Kyz(m, n, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow) = Kyz(m, j, pstart, prow, k, n, qstart, qrow)
 (A.3)

Kzz(m, n, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow)

=
jbqstart

nbpstart
Kzz(m, j, pstart, prow, k, n, qstart, qrow) if n, j �= 0

Kzz(m, n, p′, prow, k, 0, q′, qrow) = 0,
Kzz(m, 0, p′, prow, k, j, q′, qrow)

= Kzz(m, 0, qstart, prow, k, j, pstart, qrow)
 

(A.4)

If bp �= bq then there are no symmetry rules with respect to 
the exchange of toroidal waveguide indices j � n (see [1]) so 
that we must integrate the coupling elements for (pstart, qstart) 
pairs for all toroidal waveguide mode indices n, j and if j = 0 
also the (qstart, pstart) pairs for all n. Because all waveguides 
have the same height a it is sufficient to restrict ourselves in 
the poloidal direction to classes given only by the condition 
|yprow − yqrow| = |yqrow′ − yprow′ |.

The symmetry relations for multi-row systems are more com-
plicated since one no longer has symmetry in the plasma surface 
admittance for Ny � −Ny. However, decomposing the exponen-
tial factor exp(iNykvac(yirow − yjrow)) into sin and cos functions 

we can split the coupling elements into their symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts Kαβ = Kαβ

S + Kαβ
A , and for prow �= qrow

Kαβ
S (m, n, p, prow, k, j, q, qrow)

= Kαβ
S (m, n, p, 1, k, j, q, 1 + |qrow − prow|)

 
(A.5)

Kαβ
A (m, n, p, prow, k, j, q, qrow)

= sign(qrow − prow)K
αβ
A (m, n, p, 1, k, j, q, 1 + |qrow − prow|)

 (A.6)
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